
Snow Globe

This is a fun and glitter-filled way to capture some winter 
magic indoors!

Tools and Materials:

- Empty clean Glass Jar
- Scissors
- Glitter
- Glue Gun (you might be 

able to use superglue but 
get an adult to do it!)

- Modelling Plasticine



The most important bit is - what are you going to make? 
We thought a stripy candle would look nice, so roll out your 
plasticine - it is easier to use when you have rolled it a bit 
as it takes the heat from your hands so it becomes more 
bendy and smoother than when you started. Don’t forget to 
measure your jar to figure out how wide and long you can 
make your model - it has to be able to go in the jar easily!



To make our candle we chose red and white to get a striped 
effect you can twist them together - make sure you push 
the 2 colours firmly together because you don’t want your 
model falling apart when you shake your snow globe!

Once you are happy with the base you can add some 
details such a holly leaves and the flame!



And there you have your candle - you need to prepare your 
lid to stick the model to - we do this by scratching the 
surface of the glass jar lid with scissors - it makes it easier 
to stick to otherwise the glue can fall off we have found!

If you do have a glue gun it is best if you get an adult to 
help you with this as they are very hot and you could easily 
hurt yourself - add a 10p size of glue in the middle then 
press your model in to it - because the glue is hot some of 
your model will melt in to the glue, this is normal so don’t 
worry about it!



Once you are happy with your model you can fill up your jar 
with water - don’t forget your model will take up space in 
the jar so don’t will the water to the very top leave a cm or 
so to fit your model in

Then the best bit - add the glitter!!



Put the lid with your model on into the jar and screw as 
tight as you can - then to keep the water in take some of 
your leftover plasticine and put is around the lip of the jar



And there you have it your own Snow Globe!


